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TeV-Scale Gravity
Hierarchy problem, one of the big unsolved problems in 20 century
The large deviation between electroweak scale and the Planck scale: 
MPl(1019GeV)>>MW(102GeV)
Extra dimensions 
One of the solutions of  the hierarchy problem
Only gravitational field is allowed to expand into the extra dimensions
“The Fundamental” d-dimensional Planck scale, MD is , in effect, TeV
scale
S home approac :
Additional large flat dimensions
Arkani-Hamed Dimopoulos and Dvali (ADD),   
A single warped extra dimension




If th ti l ( ith t f ) llid ith th i t^ e par c es w  cen er o  mass energy = s  co e w  e mpac  
parameter b which is smaller than 2 times Schwarschild radius, rh ~ s/MD2, 
Black Hole will be formed
^
If MD~TeV, LHC can generate TeV-scale mini-black hole!
D b<2rBl k H lecay
Such a mini-black hole decays in ~10-26s
There are 4 decay phase
hac  o e
     
The balding phase: Loose the “hair” (multipole moment)
Spin-down phase: Loose angular momentum by emitting high-spin state particles 
S h hild h H ki ic warzsc   p ase: aw ng evaporat on
Planck phase: MBH~MD, need quantum gravity, difficult to calculate 




   BH , 











Black Hole Event Generator: CHARYBDIS:
Based on ADD model
Parton level xsec is calculated with assumption of semi-classical model 
(valid only when MBH>>MD) 1   





















Ignore balding and spin-down phase
No graviton emission
A il bl b d f tva a e grey- o y ac or
Just a N-body decay at Plank Phase
Main input parameters:  
The Fundamental Plank Scale: MD
Number of extra dimensions: n
i i b d dM n mum BH Mass to e pro uce
(MBH>>MD)
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Cross section of Black Hole in 14TeV pp collision
Black Hole Event
Large cross section
(~1event/s for TeV BH)
Very crowded events
High energy particles
M t f t h l tos  o  even s ave ep ons
Easy to trigger
ATLAS Event display: Simulation of Black Hole event
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Efficiency for jet trigger
Decay Particles from Black Hole
Particles are emitted by Hawking 
radiation
Emission probability depends on degree 
of freedom of quantum variables
A break of perfect democratic decay 
comes from conservation of charge, color, 
etc. 
Pdg Id of emitted particles from BH
Emit very high PT particles
Higher n shows higher PT because 

























PT of Particles observed in Events
PT distribution of  leading particle PT distribution of  4th leading particle
Even 4th leading particle has very 
large PT
Sum PT:
A scalar sum of PT of all particles 




Higher n shows lower multiplicity
Hawking temperature is higher
One particle carries larger energy
Circularity, Sphericity or Thrust are also  
h did f l it e can ates o  event se ect ons
But they strongly depend on 
multiplicity 
Particle Multiplicity of BH with different parameters
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Circularity of Black Holes Circularity, compared with backgrounds
Missing ET
Missing ET (with event selection: SumPT>2500GeV)
Black Hole emits also high PT neutrinos
Large missing ET source
Even compared to SUSY signal, BH has a long tail in high MET region 
Charybdis can not emit graviton and not emit into bulk
They may be also large missing ET source
New generator which can treat such features are being investigating
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Event Selection 1:Sum PT
Sum PT selection
Sum P > 2 5TeV T  .
Require at least 1 of the 50GeV lepton
Not dependent on particle multiplicity
Black Hole Mass is reconstructed from 
particles(only high PT, >15GeV for e,μ,γ and 
>20GeV for jet) in the event




Event Efficiency: Sum PT selection
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Reconstructed Black Hole Mass
Event Selection 2: Multi Object
Multi Object selection
R i 4 Obj t P >200G Vequ re  ec s: T e
Including at least 1 lepton
Assume high multiplicity
Less efficiency for high n    
PT distribution of  4th leading particle
Event Efficiency: Multi Object selection
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Reconstructed Black Hole Mass
Discovery Potential for MD=1TeV Black Hole
Discovery Potential:
Integrated Luminosity for S/√B > 5 && S>10
Discovery Potential with SumPT selection
Horizontal axis shows production 
threshold of MBH
Discovery Potential with Multi Object Selection
Horizontal axis shows additional cut on 
reconstructed MBH
There is large uncertainty when MBH is close to MD
Our assumption (semi-classical calculation) is not reliable
We set minimum MBH at 5TeV, and above two methods have been 
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studied for calculation discovery potential
Only a few pb-1 is needed for 5TeV discovery
Mass Reconstruction
After Sum P cut
Require
  T Mass information is important for more 
study: cross section, Planck Scale and 
number of extra dimensions 
Missing ET < 100GeV
A part of mass information is missed as 
a momentum of an undetected particle 
A requirement of small missing ET 
can improve the center value and 
also the resolution
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Measurement of Features of TeV-Scale Gravity
A attempt to estimate the features using 
energy spectrum of Hawking radiation had 
been studied
But non-Hawking radiation 
effects(such a grey-body factor) and 
d ff k i diffi letector e ects ma e t cu t 
One of the possibility is extract from xsec
Xsec strongl depends on M y   P
n dependence is not so strong
Left figures show one of the other methods       
Using emission probability of high 
energy particles (E ~ MBH/2)
Such particles should be generated at      
fist of BH decay
Then, they should be radiated by 
Hawking radiation with generated MBH
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Summary
Black hole production is one of the helpful signal for TeV scale gravity
Whi h l f th bi h k i 20 tc  can so ve one o  e g omewor  n cen ury
LHC is the first experiment which can produce TeV energy objects directly
LHC has a potential of generating mini(TeV scale)-black holes
The ATLAS experiment has an enough potential for detection of black holes
Most of events passed trigger, separation from backgrounds is easy
O l f b 1 i d d f 5T V din y a ew p - s nee e  or e  scovery
Black Hole may be discovered in a few days
With 100pb-1, the discovery  potential reaches to 8TeV black holes
Some methods to estimate the parameters of TeV-scale gravity have been 
studied
There are uncertainties which are inherent in the model especially around            
MBH~MD
But if the semi-classical estimation is valid even only in MBH>>MD, we will see 
the mini-black holes in an early stage of the ATLAS experiment
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